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Abstract
The master planning of a golf course for the southwest Queensland town of Birdsville has been carried out as
a community service project working with the Birdsville community under the sponsorship of the Diamantina
Shire Council. It has offered some interesting challenges and creative design opportunities in terms of
"alternative" site survey techniques and in meeting the severe environmental constraints of playing golf on a
very beautiful but fragile site in a remote arid environment. This Master Plan received the 1997 Landscape
Excellence Award from the AILA Queensland Group. It is anticipated that construction will commence in 1998.
INTRODUCTION
The title of this paper reflects the commonest response received to any reference I make to being involved in
this fascinating design project. It is usually spoken in a querulous tone mixed with equal parts of disbelief and
pity suggesting that any such endeavour is beyond the realms of reality. The project is not only real, it is
realistic and will be realised given the will of the Birdsville people. A strong motivation for the golf course is to
find a social alternative to the town's famous pub and golf is a sport that engages a wide range of ages and
abilities. A "sports field", an oval of hard packed stony clay which will rarely support any grass, being
developed in the town by the Diamantina Shire Council has a limited range of uses and does not offer such a
broad based recreation alternative.
In late 1995 the School of Planning, Landscape Architecture, & Surveying at the Queensland University of
Technology was approached by the Office for Rural Communities of the Queensland State Government. The
inquiry sought possible avenues of assistance to the community of Birdsville in SW Queensland to lay out and
construct a golf course for the town given the small community's limited resources to commission expert
consultants and to construct a playable golf course. The possibility of a student design project was discussed
and rejected largely due to the cost of putting a student group on site for sufficient time to gather the
necessary information about community expectations and the proposed site and the limitations on usability of
the product. Further discussions early in 1996 resulted in an offer of assistance as a community service
project. This offer was accepted by the Diamantina Shire Council. The initial visit to Birdsville and the site was
made in April 1996.
The arid zone of Australia is a world apart from the more heavily populated coastal regions of the country.
World War II reporter, Ernie Pyle once spoke of the deserts of the American West - "The only way to feel the
country is to pause in it, I'm not one of those ... fanatics who think that everything can be solved by seeing,
hearing, and knowing nothing. But in the desert it's likely to occur to you that our daily lives in the city are full of
seeing, hearing, and knowing things that are of no damn consequence whatever" (cited in Watkins, 1996).
South west Queensland echoes these sentiments. It also gives poignant proof of the age of the Australian
continent. I have been privileged to visit this remote area for the first time during this project and, a couple
months later, to visit the USA's great desert environment in southeast Utah. In writing about the deserts of the
USA, Watkins (1996) observed that "... this landscape is an ancient geological battlefield scarred by the
wounds of time and littered with the detritus of unimaginable violence."
In contrast to the Australian continent the ancient geological battlefields of Utah are relatively new. The
violence that shaped the Australian landscape is forgotten in time. Australia is one of the world's oldest
landmasses with rocks over 4.5 thousand million years old (Flannery, 1994; 20). No other continent has
experienced the degree of geological quiet over the past sixty million years and the rocks have not been
recycled by being carried deep into the Earth's crust and melted, as similar aged rocks have elsewhere
(Flannery, 1994; 77). The result is an arid landscape of great subtlety of form and character.
The initial trip to Birdsville was made by road to experience the change in environment and landscape first
hand, an experience that could not be had by plane travel, and to provide the opportunity to look at existing
golf courses in the arid regions. The outward trip was via Toowoomba, Goondiwindi, St George and
Thargomindah, a loop through the Jackson oil fields north to Eromanga, Windorah and then west to Birdsville,
a distance in excess of 1 800 km. Thargomindah claims to be the second town in the world after Paris to have
electric street lighting. A pelton wheel placed in an artesian borehead provided the energy to generate the
power needed. Eromanga not only boasts one of the smallest oil refineries in the world, it is the furtherest from
the sea of any town in Australia.
West of the Grey Range, crossed between Thargomindah and Eromanga at the dizzy altitude of 190m, and on
the western edge of the Mulga (Acacia anuera) belt, we began to experience for the first time the
overwhelming enormity of space that is central Australia. At Windorah, after passing through a wildflower
extravaganza in the recently flooded channels of Cooper Creek, we encountered the first of the red sand dune
formations for which the Simpson Desert , further west, is famous. Some 200 kilometres later we entered the
Diamantina Shire. The Shire boundary is fenced and marks the entry to what is a visibly different world to
anything previously experienced. A short decent to a lower plain introduced us to the broad gibber plains and
low sand dunes that characterise this channel country of the Diamantina River region. The Ghost Gums
(Eucalyptus papuana, now Corymbia dallachiana) of the Windorah region were replaced by the Coolibahs
(Eucalyptus coolabah) of Waltzing Matilda fame and the seasonal grasses of the Windorah plains replaced by
the sparse but nutritious herbage that sustains this vast grazing land.
THE SITE SURVEYS
A major obstacle to carrying out the project was the lack of physical site data of an adequate level of detail.
The site for the proposed golf course is about one kilometre west of the town and forty kilometres east of the
Simpson Desert. The Sturt Stony Desert extends from its southern edge into South Australia twenty kilometres
to the south and the Diamantina River passes the site about three kilometres to the southeast on its way to an
occasional visit to Lake Eyre. The Diamantina Shire Council provided us with a survey plan of the site which
was nothing more than a basic "Meets and Bounds" traverse of the proposed site boundaries related to the
Birdsville Town Common. It identified an area of about 75 hectares lying between two parallel sand dunes
running northwest to south east and about 600m apart.
Initial research showed that physical mapping and air photography relating to the site was available at regional
(1:25 000) scale only and that this was insufficient for reliable site design purposes. Ways and means of
obtaining adequate information were canvassed with surveying staff within the school and a strategy based on
basic ground surveys supported by low level air photography was devised. Negotiations established that a
mustering helicopter was available for air photography and that I would be provided with an assistant for
carrying out the ground surveys. The trip to Birdsville was preceded by a crash course in the use of a large
format (55 x 55mm) camera fitted with a 50mm lens and a focussing screen marked with a calibrated grid,
and an electronic "Total Station" survey instrument. The value of these two instruments and their accessories
easily eclipsed the value of the QUT van that provided our transport to Birdsville and back.
The first stage of the site survey was the establishment of a series of ground control reference points for the
air photography. These were 6m x 6m x 1m red plastic crosses, held on the ground by gibbers collected on
the plain, at those survey pegs we could identify and at other key site locations including highest and lowest
elevations within the site. The air photography carried out the same afternoon was exciting to say the least.
The survey strategy designed in Brisbane called for two parallel "runs" at 500m altitude and another at 1000m.
The objective was to obtain the minimum 60% overlapping photographs needed for stereoscopic imaging. I
had prepared for this aspect of the task by doing a series of calculations to determine the number of seconds
required between photographs at a range of possible airspeeds from 30 to 60 km/h on the assumption that my
pilot could keep me aware of our airspeed in flight.
The helicopter was a tiny open cockpit Robinson mustering aircraft. The first disquiet came with the realisation
that it was fitted with inertia type seat belts like those in motor vehicles rather than the secure harnesses that I
had expected from previous experience in helicopters. The prospect of leaning out of the side of the cockpit,
taking hand held photographs from about ankle level to clear the obstruction of the landing skids and without
any substantial support or restraint caused the odd nervous palpitation as I briefed my pilot on the flight plan
and we set off into a clear blue sky.
An estimated and persistent thirty knot southeast wind proved to be the first obstacle we had to overcome.
The only way any control could be kept over airspeed was to fly into the wind for the photographic runs and
guessing the difference between indicated speed and wind speed. To play safe I reduced all of my calculated
intervals by about 15% on the assumption that too much overlap was better than too little. Unfamiliarity with
the large format camera resulted in operator error in changing films in flight and I was none too confident that I
had obtained adequate coverage after we completed our flight plan. To back it up we repeated the whole
process using my own 35mm camera with a 50mm lens. A tragic sequel to the air survey was the death of my
twenty one year old pilot when his helicopter crashed in isolated country just two weeks later.
The next day my other young assistant and I carried out the "Total Station" ground survey to accurately
position all of the control targets in three dimensions. A ground photographic survey comprising a tripod
mounted panorama series taken from each of the survey control points provides a control for long term
landscape monitoring. A botanical survey to collect specimens of, and identify, the major plant species
growing on the site to provide a basis for future plant selection was also carried out and our rudimentary
"survey" was complete.
The survey data obtained was processed by the school's photogrammetry laboratory by and under the
meticulous supervision of Mr Maurice Friend. Although a bit sparse in coverage in places, the large format
photography proved adequate for the stereoscopic imaging. Through a process of digital modelling a three
dimensional terrain model and then a contour map was produced. Enlargements of the 35mm photos were
used to make up a photomosaic of the site. The end product of this process is a 1:2500 scale photo mosaic
overlaid with 0.5 metre interval form lines (contours) which is a credit to Maurice's professional skills. It is this
photo mosaic/orthophoto which provides the baseline framework for detailed design of the golf course.
BRIEF AND PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The essential brief is to provide the professional assistance required to establish a viable golf course for use
by the community. The Birdsville community supported by the Diamantina Shire Council would implement
construction themselves as a community project.
The key objectives are to:
 master plan for the establishment of an 18 hole layout;
 plan for progressive implementation in stages matched to community resources to build and manage
the course;
 utilise locally available materials and technology in the construction and management of the course;
 recognise the physical and environmental constraints of the site and its context; and
 respond to the intrinsic character of the region and the site to produce a golf course which is uniquely
"Birdsville".
RESOURCE ISSUES
Resource issues having bearing on the design, construction and management of the proposed golf course
include:
 water is not available on or adjacent to the site and design of the course should not be reliant on
provision of a reticulated water supply;
 construction and management processes should be cognisant of the community project context in
which the course will be established and operated; and
 progressive implementation of the course should always remain within the capacity of the community
to adequately care for and manage its operation.
Access to plant and equipment will be provided by the Shire Council as appropriate and subject to meeting
other commitments.
SITE ANALYSIS
Analysis explored the physical and environmental constraints on the design, construction and management of
the proposed community golf course. The golf course site lies between two roughly parallel sand dunes rising
8 to 10 metres high. Comparison between current survey data and 1970 air photography indicates that these
sandy clay dunes are stable except for their loose wind blown sand crests. The valley between is gently
undulating about a much lower parallel ridge formation falling to a number of exposed clay pans (Figure 1).
These clay pans form intermittent waterholes after the rare episodes of heavy rain.
Scattered Sandhill Canegrass (Zygochloa paradoxa), Spinifex (Triodia basedowii) and medium to large shrubs
of Acacia, Eucalyptus, Hakea and Senna (Cassia) species among others contribute significantly to the broad
surface stability of the site and trap sand blown from exposed areas (Figure 2). Ephemeral wildflowers are
said to be a feature of the site after adequate winter rain. It is clear that the continued presence of binding
vegetation, both shrubs and herbage, is a critical factor in site stability. Rabbits threaten this vegetation by
burrowing under, and destroying the root systems of shrubs. The recent release of the Callisi virus should
bring this threat under control and the locals expect an increase in regeneration of plant cover as a result.
There will probably be a less welcome by-product of rabbit control. During the site survey we were
accompanied by three magnificent and very interested Wedgetail Eagles which seemed to regard the valley as
their territory. It is unusual for so many large raptors to occupy such a relatively small area and this is probably
due to the ready supply of rabbits for food. Control of the animals will probably disperse the birds as pickings
get leaner. In the southeastern part of the site within which Stage 1 of the golf course will be established the
vegetation is much more sparse than in other parts and the surface is likely to be more vulnerable to wind
erosion if sufficiently disturbed. Design, construction and management of the golf course will need to be
sensitive to this vulnerability.
An important concern of site analysis was to explore reasons why this site had such a strong build up of sandy
clay in the valley floor when it was totally open to the wind north and south. Such valleys elsewhere tend to
have flat floors with only a thin layer of sand trapped by gibbers and herbage. Major build ups in the region
appear to occur where there are constrictions in the dune patterns or where more extensive obstructions such
as transverse watercourses or clumps of vegetation interfere with wind speed and produce localised
deposition zones. Detailed site examinations of surface sand textures supported by local knowledge indicate
that the majority of sand movement is caused by the incessant southerly prevailing winds. While the hot dry
northerly winds of summer produce dust storms they seldom persist long enough to move appreciable
quantities of sand.
Examination of 1970 air photography taken from 25,000 feet (7,600 metres) gave a critical clue to reasons for
the current geomorphology of the site. Interpretation of the photographs suggest that, at some time in the past,
the Diamantina River flowed past the southern edge of the site. A large billabong complex (oxbow lake) on the
southern edge of the town appears to be a remnant of this old river course. It is a logical assumption that the
river would have been fringed with riparian vegetation of mainly Coolibahs (Eucalyptus coolabah) just as the
present day river to the southeast is fringed by these trees. The east to west orientation of the former river
course would have meant that this fringing vegetation would cause sand build up in the deposition zone to the
north of the river bank and that this could account for the current site form (Figure 3). Evidence exists near the
site to support this conjecture. Along the southern boundary of the site were found several old and very
stunted Coolibah trees and a short distance away is a mature native Bauhinia (Lysiphyllum gilvum). Both of
these species require reliable water sources in order to become established and their presence supports the
idea of a former stream bed in this locality.
The following conclusions are drawn from the Site Analysis:
 that the current geomorphology of the site is probably a result of the influence of a former course of
the Diamantina River;
 that this geomorphology persists is due in no small part to the stabilising influence of the present day
vegetation cover to much of the site and its environs;
 that the protection and maintenance of this vegetation is essential to the long term stability of the site
under the impacts of playing golf on it;
 that the protection afforded by vegetation cover should be reinforced if necessary wherever
concentrated disturbance is an outcome of golfing activity (eg in the vicinity of tees and putting
surfaces);
 that any vegetation planted to provide such reinforcement be selected from proven local species
which will require establishment watering only and, once established, can be expected to survive in
prevailing climatic conditions; and
 that regularly used pathways within the site (access roadways, etc) should be stabilised to prevent
wind erosion of disturbed surfaces.
SITE PLANNING PRINCIPLES ADOPTED
The approach to site planning for the golf course is based on staged development which is always contained
within community resources to build and manage the facility. Detailed planning for each stage is based on
three guiding principles:
 that the developed area of site is kept as compact as feasible to minimise the area required to be
managed;
 that the layout for each stage be designed to maximise the opportunity to enjoy the game of golf within
valid interpretations of the normal Rules of Golf; and
 that, at all stages, there are at least two holes running outward from the starting location to allow fields
to be started from two tees and minimise the time taken to get the field into play.
This last principle is important in terms of maximising the opportunity for social contact between all players
before and after a round as a way of encouraging club solidarity.
Overall the site comprises three distinct character zones each of which have been utilised in master planning
to bring variety to the golfing experience. These zones are the relatively flat and open southern portion of the
site with its series of exposed clay pans, the more generously vegetated areas in the northern parts, and the
higher ridge lines.
The ridge lines offer potential for elevated tees or putting surfaces but this potential must be tempered with
recognition of the constraint that the ridges are more vulnerable to wind erosion. For this reason the
opportunities are sparingly taken and have been confined to locations where slopes are not extreme.
THE PROPOSED GOLF COURSE
The design proposals recognise that this course is to be built on a sandy tract in very much the same
traditions of the links courses of Scotland where the game originated. In recognition of this the design
deliberately sets out to utilise the existing landscape without interference to its topography or surface
characteristics. The key advantage of this is that disturbance to the fragile environment is minimised and
meets the constraints identified in the Site Analysis. Also in the tradition of some of the old Scottish courses
the design proposes that each hole be named, not in a Scottish brogue, but in an Australiana theme that has
direct relevance to Birdsville. Some names suggested in the design for the first nine holes include:
"Wedgetail's Revenge"; "Don't Crow too Soon"; "Once There Were Coolibahs" (a reference to the river that
once flowed by this hole); and "Galahs Beware".
Tees and putting surfaces will be constructed of sand/sump oil mixtures laid over an impermeable substrate to
prevent subsoil pollution. Figure 4 shows typical examples photographed at Windorah. This is the standard for
most golf courses in the arid regions where water limitations prevent cultivation of grass surfaces. The overall
design proposes the planting of a small clump of indigenous trees (eg Coolabah) adjacent to each tee and
green location as an aid to reading the course layout and to mitigate wind effects on these disturbed sites.
Plantings are also proposed to mark 150 metres from the greens of all Par 4 and Par 5 holes. It also requires
the definition of designated "fairways" about the designed lines of play. These "fairways" will only be marked
by colour coded pegs at appropriate intervals. There is no suggestion of any smoothing or clearing of
vegetation within designated "fairway" areas in recognition of the need to maintain surface stability. Some
greens will be designed to incorporate sand traps, a technique successfully used in the course inspected at
Windorah. The course also includes the idea of a "water hazard" within the Rules of Golf. The two major clay
pans within the site have been dubbed "The Lakes" with the intent that any ball coming to rest on the clay pan
surface will be deemed to be lost in a water hazard.
Specific Local Rules are proposed to facilitate both the playing of golf and protection of the course
environment:
 in any instance through the green where either a player's swing or stance is likely to damage any
vegetation whatsoever the ball must be dropped without penalty, no nearer the hole, in a location
which avoids such risk of damage; this rule may not be used to gain relief from interference by
vegetation between the ball and the green;
 a ball lying within a designated fairway, and not in a hazard, may be teed up or placed in a preferred
lie within one cardlength;
 a ball lying outside a designated fairway may be placed in a preferred lie within one cardlength but
may not be teed up; and
 a ball coming to rest within 'The Lakes" is deemed to be lost in water and the stroke must be replayed
plus one penalty stroke in accordance with the Rules of Golf.
THE MASTER PLAN (Figure 5)
Stage 1 of five holes comprises three Par 4's, one Par 3 and one Par 5 arranged in a 3/2 loop configuration.
Multiple tees are proposed for each hole to cater for both men and women and to give the opportunity for
playing variety. Some of these tees maybe abandoned in the fuller course development of the future. The
suggested layout permits the playing of a Par 70 round totalling 5,594 metres for men and 5,238 metres for
women. Access to this stage of the course utilises an existing access track joining with an existing flood
bypass track across the site. Further service access roads are suggested to contain the managed site area
and give access to tees and greens for maintenance purposes.
Stage 2, the next four holes to make a nine hole course, are added in line with the Site Planning principles.
They comprise the first four holes of the second nine of a full 18 hole layout and in this way remain close to the
starting point rather than extend to the far reaches of the site. The character of these holes is quite different
from the first five in that they are very open within the broader, less vegetated parts of the southern end of the
site. Combined with the first five holes the layout provides for a Par 72 round of 5,798 metres for men and
5,571 metres for women. The layout provides for alternative tee locations for every hole in each nine hole
circuit to give added variety.
Whether or not the final nine holes are built will depend very much on the success of the early stages and the
ability of this small community to maintain an adequate level of management. Many have speculated about the
course capturing the imagination of a broader audience in the same way that the annual Birdsville Races
have. The concern that I would have about such a scenario is the carrying capacity of the site to sustain any
high levels of activity without severe environmental degradation and loss of the vegetation which binds its
sands together so successfully now. It could well be a case of loving the course to death were this to happen.
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES:
Figure 1 Southeast of site looking north.
Figure 2(a) Southeast corner of site from eastern dune
Figure 2(b) Typical landscape of the valley floor
Figure 2(c) Senna sp and Canegrass dominate vegetation cover
Figure 2(d) Acacia tegragonophylla (Western Dead Finish)
is a scuptural feature of the taller vegetation
Figure 3 1970 aerial photograph which gave important clues to
site geomorphology
Figure 4(a) Paddy Collins, Secretary of the Windorah Golf Club, on
a typical oiled sand tee.
Figure 4(b) Graded fairway with Ghost Gums at Windorah
Figure 4(c) Oiled sand "green" at Windorah - the putt is all in the scrape.
Figure 5 Master Plan for the 18 hole layout. Stage 1 will be Holes 1, 2,
7, 8, and 9. Stage 2 will add Holes 10, 11, 17 and 1
